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Turn the data centre from static to dynamic

12% Industry DC Efficiency
Liqid enables 90%

Evolved from 3-tier to converged and HCI and now composable and disaggregated

Liqid - 2018 Gartner Cool vendor award

Dynamic Infrastructure Platform
When I need another GPU because my workload has changed, we just re-program 
the fabric

Liqid provides the software to orchestrate and interconnect

Use case: Dynamic Bare Metal Cloud

Benefits of on-premises with flexibility of cloud
There’s still a tremendous need for on-premises infrastructure, you can’t just dump 
everything in public cloud. 

Use case: Media and entertainment
They use 4 NVIDIA GPUs in a box (about $50K value). During the day AI engineers 
use them, at night they give them to video rendering.

Some people benefit from reconfiguring machines, some people benefit from being 
able to rapidly deploy resources.

Not every cloud is being built by big cloud service providers. A lot of their work is on-
premises.

Use case: Machine containers - Software containers deployed with predefined 
hardware containers

Use case: Composable AI platform. AI is not an event, AI is a workflow.

Data has gravity, let’s bring the CPUs, etc to the data

Policy-based management.

Today it’s about user-defined, next is policy-based, then it’s about AI-driven.

Liqid SW Deployment Options
Liqid PCIe Fabric Switch & Management Software (PCIe, Ethernet or InfiniBand)
Trays of
- Network - Network Expansion Chassis



- Storage - NVMe Expansion Chassis
- Graphics - GPU Expansion Chassis
- Compute

Not disaggregating DRAM - the industry’s not ready for that yet

Composability without bare metal, with disaggregation, that’s just hyper-convergence

Liqid enables Composable Infrastructure with a PCIe fabric and software that 
orchestrates and manages bare-metal servers - storage, GPU, FPGA / TPU, 
Compute, Networking

Brownfield deployments where customers don’t want to disaggregate everything. 
Maybe I just want GPUs? We can add a GPU pool to a Fabric. We can do this with 
storage too. 

What’s the benefit of composable networking? Some service providers like the use 
case. 



Use case: Kubernetes Orchestration

Hardware Agnostic
Bare metal node - no drivers or agents
SW Transparent - application agnostic
Optional API - control of fabric
Improved SW - License efficiency

Any use cases not recommended? This is a new tool. You have to be careful with 
some environments. 
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Focused on Leveraged Partnership Model 



Unified multi-fabric support
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Managed Fabric Switch


